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Yukyo Station is a re-make of the popular 2000 Japanese Japanese RPG “Shirou to Borosu” (exchange English titles). It is inspired by the same game in concept, story, and overall visual design. Lifespan: The game contains 4 life spans of the characters (2nd life span for Dr.Shimura (Kenshi)
and Tsubasa), more than 5 hours in total runtime. The game is expected to be released this month (end April 2019), a preliminary version is available now, please follow us on social media or sign up for the latest news Supported Version: RMMV2019 v15.6 Rpg Maker Studio 3.0 Update 3 or

greater Forum Post related to Yukyo Station: Follow us on Twitter: Follow us on Facebook: Website - Forum - Redistribution (sharing) of this assets has the following consequences on the responsible party 1. Content that is redistributed or sold can in no way be used in a way that would infringe
the copyrights and rights of the licensor and the copyright holders. 2. The redistribution or sale of the content or components of the content is prohibited. 3. In order to eliminate the copyrights and rights of the licensor, the content or components of the content must not be used any longer in
any way, and the user must not display, publish, or distribute the licensed content or components of the content, and the user must not use it for commercial use. 4. The content or components of the content licensed for distribution on the Internet or on an information carrier can be provided
or made available via media broadcast or the Internet, and in such a case, information about the content broadcast or made available must be included. 5. Due to different content formats, it is possible that the content format is only suited for certain devices. 6. When making modifications

for the purpose of redistribution, the party may not alter any copyright and/or license information. 7. The right of distribution or sale of the licensed content or components of the licensed content is performed or

Franchise Hockey Manager 5 Features Key:
Multiplayer

Main: Robot can Fly, Main/Coop: Robot can Move to a certain range of map
AI: If Touching one of the walls, the Robot moves towards the wall

Team up: Robot can Link with another robot

Shadow Walls Instructions

1. PC/Mac buy now ($10) on Itch.io 2. The game probably will be released on Google Play and Apple Store soon
3. Join our GitHub Repository

Source Available
Mirror here.

Android
Download ShadowWalls on Android

iOS
Download ShadowWalls on iOS

Contact
E-mail: benson.james88@gmail.com
Mirror: GitHub Repository

If you liked the game, please rate and give us a comment. Thank you!
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